Summary: Dblox and RDblox provide a simple statistical test for duplicated genomic structure; the same programs can also be used to identify putatively duplicated regions. The method focuses on ancient duplication events involving protein-coding genes.
Classically, duplicated genomic segments have been identified by subjective approaches that involve looking for sets of paralogous genes belonging to two or more gene families that are linked in two or more genomic regions. However, these approaches do not take into account the possibility in that members of two or more gene families might be linked by chance in two or more genomic regions even if no segmental duplication has occurred. For this reason, Friedman and Hughes (2001) proposed a simple randomization test for duplicated genomic structure in which the sharing of gene families between genomic windows was compared with the random expectation. This method tests for ancient duplication events involving protein-coding genes, rather than duplication of non-coding regions. Indeed, ancient duplications of non-coding regions would probably not be detectable by any method because of the rapid rate of nucleotide substitution typical of non-coding regions. Methods similar to that of Friedman and Hughes (2001) were used by McLysaght et al. (2002) , Friedman and Hughes (2003) and Hughes et al. (2003) .
Here, we report the availability of a group of programs that automate this approach to testing for duplicated genomic structure and also provide a flexible search method for maximal duplicated segments. The program Dblox implements a search for sharing of gene families between fixed genomic windows of a given length (Fig. 1) . The program RDblox conducts a genome-wide statistical test for segmental duplication by generating randomized genomes and * To whom correspondence should be addressed. computing a distribution of the sharing of families between windows ( Fig. 1 ). In addition, the program EDblox can be used to search around previously identified genomic windows for additional families shared.
To initially search for duplicated blocks, protein coding genes are assigned to families using a protein homology search. This step can be performed with publicly available tools such as the BLASTCLUST program (Altschul et al., 1997) . Alternatively, some previously made assignment of genes to families can be used (e.g. Tatusov et al., 2001) . Given an initial data file in which gene families are assigned to chromosomal locations, Dblox implements an algorithm that divides a genome into non-overlapping windows and then compares each window with all the others (Fig. 1) . Analysis with different window sizes is recommended so that window boundaries are thoroughly explored for duplication events. If the number of genes at the end of a chromosome is less than half a window size then they are appended to the last window; otherwise, they are considered as a separate window. The observed numbers of matches of gene families are tallied between windows. For instance, if the window size is set at 8 genes and the minimum number of matches at 4, then a 'hit' is achieved between any two windows if there are at least 4 gene families shared in any order out of a possible 8 matches.
RDblox generates a number of random genomes from the gene family and location data ( Fig. 1) and tallies the total numbers of matches between windows. The observed numbers of matches between blocks (by Dblox) can be compared with the distribution of the numbers of matches expected under a model where genes are distributed at random (by RDblox). This method provides a genome-wide test for duplicated genomic structure. By providing a single genome-wide test, it avoids the multiple-testing problems inherent in other methods that test region by region for duplication (Vanderpoele et al., 2002) . Because of the use of fixed windows, some duplicated regions may not initially be detected because they are interrupted by a border between windows (Cavalcanti et al., 2003) . Thus, we recommend applying Dblox with a number of different window sizes. In addition, eDblox enables the user to search the regions surrounding the fixed windows to identify larger regions of potential duplication.
The Dblox package includes a windows application to provide a menu-driven interface to the command-line programs. Dblox can also be run without the graphical interface, using various switches that are described in the documentation accompanying the program. Running the program from the command-line may be preferable when batchprocessing multiple files or multiple runs with different values for window size or minimum number of matches.
